
naso room manager
room booking and beyond



about
Evoko creates, markets, sells and supports clever workplace 
solutions for the modern office. 
 Our mission is to help organizations get pleasurable business 
advantages. We do this by delivering complete worktech solu-
tions with a sublime user experience as well as clear return on 
investment. 
 We pioneered the room booking market in 2009 and contin-
ue to build on the same recipe for success; excellent customer 
service, a global delivery network and certifications, and our aim 
to always have the most beautifully designed, easiest to use 
and smartest solutions on the market. 
 To do this, we keep on innovating, using a human-centered 
design process and together with strategic partners that are 
experts in their fields, create purpose-built hard- and software 
solutions for clearly defined end user needs. 
 Simply put, evoko brings you clever workplace solutions that  
increase efficiency and evoke a feeling of delight for the people 
who use them.

evoko
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clever workplace solutions
Evoko takes workplace management to a new level 

of simplicity. Our flexible and fully integrated solutions 
allow you to achieve complete workplace coordination. 

room booking desk booking visitor management
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Room Hosting 
Our room hosting license for you who wants a solution 
for room booking with no fuzz. It includes cloud 
server hosting and all essential functions to manage 
your meetings such as booking of rooms, check-in to 
meetings and report broken room equipment. The room 
hosting license also comes with customer support, 
basic analytics and is sold per room to make it scalable 
to your needs.

Room services
Our room services license is the ideal solution for those 
needing more sophisticated functionality. It includes 
access to the naso mobile app and Outlook add-in, 
identification through RFID or pin codes possibility to 
add maps and lots more.

room booking
Two options are available so you can get the 
best room booking solution for your office. 



Placed outside your meeting room the naso room 
manager display simplifies and elevates your workspace.

room booking

Room status
Three status colors showing room availability. Clearly visible 
from a distance.

Book meetings
Book instant or future meetings straight on the display 
outside your meeting room.

Installation
Easy to install and set up with Microsoft 365 integration. Can be 
mounted on both standard and glass walls.

Manage bookings
View and edit existing bookings.

Service
2-year warranty and faulty equipment can be reported on the display.

Check-in
Check-in to meeting before entering the room. Automatic cancellations 
for no-shows.



Find a colleague
Collaborate with co-workers by finding a colleague’s booked location.

Flexible booking
Search and book desks using the naso mobile app or Outlook Add-in. 
Depending on your needs, desks can be booked in advance or at arrival.

Notifications & alerts
Real-time notifications and reminders for bookings, check-in, 
and cancellations for no-shows.

Maps
Maps lets employee’s view floor plans, and find the way to their desk.

Manage bookable desks
Depending on your needs, desks can be booked in advance or at arrival.

Location preferences
When searching for desks, preferred locations will appear first.

With desk booking, you can easily find and book a desk, 
or search for where your colleagues are scheduled to 
work for the day.

desk booking
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Quick sign-in
Quick sign-in process provided by AI-powered facial recognition. 
Visitors can also sign in on arrival using a given code.

Pre-screening
Provide social distancing information and ask pre-arrival 
questions before guests arrive on site.

Real-time notifications
Alert hosts via email when visitors arrive.

Badge printing
Optional printing of visitor badges with photos can improve security.

Customizable branding
The guava app is compatible with iPad for easy setup and quick 
deployment, and can easily be customized for your brand.

Dashboard analytics
Understand visitor behavior with detailed reports, including critical contact 
tracing information.

Visitor management interacts with your visitors to automatically 
identify them and notify the host of their arrival.

visitor management
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Mobile check-in
Use the mobile app to easily and automatically check in to the meeting.

Find a colleague
Collaborate with co-workers by finding a colleague’s booked 
location.

Easy booking
Depending on your needs, desks and rooms can be booked in 
advance or at arrival.

Location preferences
When searching for desks, preferred locations will appear first.

Visitor registration
Easily register visitors through the app.

Manage bookable desks
Pre-determine what desks can be used and booked.

The naso mobile app is the companion app for naso, available 
with extended room booking and desk booking as well as for
visitor management.

naso mobile app
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Maximize the potential of the building with insights reports into 
many aspects of space utilization within the office such as desk 
and room usage reports, to visitor management.

• Contact tracing insights

• Bookable desk insights

• Meeting room insights

• Visitor management insights

insights & analytics
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